ABOUT US
Cyber Intelligence provides advanced high-end intelligence solutions comprising ﬂexible,
yet effective and efﬁcient software which include multiple avenues of target access. Our
developers are dedicated to designing hardcore ultra-efﬁciency level software to get live
updates. Cyber Intelligence aims to help clients monitor, detect and prevent.

VISION
Cyber Intelligence is committed to being a global leader in artiﬁcial intelligence and its
technological innovations in various ﬁelds.

MISSION
Cyber Intelligence aims to provide a next-generation artiﬁcial intelligence technology to
bring inspiration and innovation to every business and government in the world.

Our Intelligence Solutions
We are dedicated to provide our clients with the best of our capabilities and keep
our systems updated.
Cyber Intelligence provides customised plans according to client needs.

GEOLOCATION

XLAC LIVE

SECURE PHONE

Locate interception through
phone numbers and social media
proﬁles. Accurate and precise
location point Various devices
and solutions to know real-time
geolocation, Tracking and
geofencing. Monitor Target with
the live move.

XLAC is a powerful AI-based
platform learning technology
to save the future of families and
children.
With technology to get alerts on
location, keywords, and SOS
it makes the product unique to
reach out to family when in threat
and emergencies.

Falcon Secure phone provides
full anonymity to protect the
identity of your devices,
complete geolocation protection,
no metadata recording, and rock
solid protection against
advanced zero-day exploits that
can turn your mobile phone into a
listening device.

ALOV SYSTEMS

OSINT

REMOTE EXPLOIT

ALOV systems is an advanced
high-tech solution for nextgeneration automobile security.
It aims to provide advanced
solutions to ensure that
convenience doesn't jeopardize
your privacy and security.

Open-source intelligence report
is web intelligence data
collected publicly from Social
ENG. Paired with an OSINT
solution, Cyber Intelligence can
take organizations from
monitoring eco-systems to
targeting proﬁles

Standalone solution for targetcentric cyber intelligence
A standalone solution
comprising a ﬂexible, yet
effective toolbox which includes
multiple avenues of target
access for Window/ iOS / MAC /
Android

XLAC LIVE
XLAC is a powerful AI-based platform learning technology to save the future of families and
children. With technology to get alerts on location, keywords, and SOS it makes the product
unique to reach out to family when in threat and emergencies.

CRAFTED FOR PROTECTION
Protection against vandalism | Worlds ﬁrst program for family Protection
Instant Alerts | Full privacy of your data from forensic extraction tools.
GEO-FENCING
Protect your valuable
people, customize a
virtual parameter around
a physical location for
your family.

KEYWORD ALERT

ON-PREMISES
SERVER

Instant alerts to admin
and guardians on
detection of threat-full
and forceful keywords to
their families.

Fully customized End-toEnd encryption server at
your location. Data safety
and encrypted
operations

AUTO-MACHINE
LEARNING

LOCATION TRACKER
Retrieve the live location
of your family devices. It
helps you to protect and
track your family’s
outgoing

SOS
Instant alerts to admin
and guardians to help
your family in humans or
nature caused the
emergency crisis

The program is based
on artiﬁcial intelligence
and machine learning
to keep updating itself
as per crime records
and red zone area
locations to protect
your family

About FALCON - Secure Phone
FALCON SECURE PHONE is a global leader in next-generation mobile security, offering realtime Mobile thread protection, on-device protection against both known and unknown
mobile threats like zero-day, APT. It Provides multi-platform secure communication
services for mobile devices.
FALCON interface exploits world-class machine learning-oriented appliance - FALCON OS
to secure mobile data, apps and sessions against device compromises, network
invasions and harmful apps.
Up to the minute, FALCON OS has successfully discovered 100% of 0-day mobile exploits
without any updates or going through any types of postponement and restrictions on
cloud-based ﬁnding—this achievement is one of a kind and it is something that no other
company has ever made.
FALCON takes modest pride in earning an increasing base of customers and partners from
several parts of the world. Our customers range from a wide range of businesses
including, but not limited to, large federal and local government agencies, preeminent
mobile operators and key OEM partners.

Protection against zero-day exploits and
Advanced Mobile attacks.
Full Anonymity (IMEI, MAC Address &
Hostname Randomisation ) .
Anti-Location: No GSM or Data location
tracking
Anti-Interception: No WIFI/GSM Interception
Customisation possible in OS and Apps
Anti-Hacking: No Backdoor - Full source code
audit on OS and APPS

FALCON SECURE PHONE
PRIVACY IS YOUR RIGHT NOT A PRIVILEGE
ANTI-HACKABLE | ANTI-INTERCEPTION | ANTI-GEO LOCATION

Application Container
Zero-Day Protection
Advanced Malware Protection
Encrypted Communication
Jail Break Detection
+ Prevention
Multi Authentication
Access
GSM Firewall
IP Firewall

Hostname, Mac Address ,
IMEI Randomisation
Metadata Protection
( No EXIF Data & No Location Tag )
Wiﬁ Probes Request Protection
GSM/Wiﬁ Data Protection
Private VPN + TOR

ALOV SYSTEMS
Next Generation-Artiﬁcial learning optimized vehicle
ANPR SYSTEM | WIFI RADAR DETECTION | SPECTRUM ANALYZER

About - ALOV SYSTEM
ALOV System is a next-generation automobile car security system with an array of
sensors designed to protect your car from surveillance, cyber and drone attacks.
ALOV SYSTEM's advanced security system is designed to protect high-proﬁle
individuals from any threats resulting from day-to-day automobile usage

FEATURES

MULTI-LAYERED DEFENSIVE SOLUTION

WIFI & ANPR CAMERA DATA COLLECTION

JAMMING-RESISTANT GPS TECHNOLOGY

GPS AND LISTENING DEVICE DETECTION

Client Protection is our solution
We develop armed cars with a complete AI-Auto Mobile solution. Detect your enemy
with full information and history Get Instant alerts with number plates when followed.

REMOTE EXPLOITS
Highly advanced program for governments and military for extracting information
data. Auto-Generation of spoof network with auto connect to penetrate into the
device and collect all information without any trace OS - Android / MAC / Windows / iOS .
Bypass capabilities for 45+ antivirus.

WEBINT
SOCIAL ENG.

TARGETING

ENGAGE

STANDALONE SOLUTIONS FOR TARGETCENTRIC CYBER INTELLIGENCE

OSINT
Intelligence search program that collects information from all sources of an identity
from various social platforms like Facebook, linked-in etc .
Information like visuals, name and personal details, relatives, associations,
acquaintance, last active, live locations, active cell ID, emails, organizations etc.
Instant and Independent portal

GEOLOCATION
Locate any device instantly. Mac Book, Windows, Android , iOS with single click
access Merge any social links like youtube, google, twitter , news etc and get live
location instantly with absolute accuracy
Various devices and solutions to know realtime geolocation, Track and geofence
accordingly. Monitor Target with live location

AUDIO INTERCEPTION ON GAMING PLATFORMS
Intercept microphone access on gaming platforms which are used these days by
terrorists suspects to communicate covertly.
Military-grade live audio tracking platform.
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